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ABSTRACT
Telemetry frequency spectrum reductions and reallocations have prompted DoD test ranges to
adapt to operation in less desirable frequency ranges, such as C-Band, posing significant
challenges to operational capabilities that are vital to mission success. The design and
development of new high performance components and systems is essential to the successful
migration to C-Band spectrum allocations. This paper will detail the simulation and prototype
test results of an RF output filter tailored for an advanced C-Band telemetry transmitter design.
INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency (RF) modeling and simulation software tools have come a long way since the
days of programs such as SuperCompact PC and EESof Touchstone that appeared in the early
1980s. Powerful software packages such as AWR Microwave Office, ANSYS Electronics
Desktop, and other modern RF computer-aided design (CAD) tools offer an amazing level of
accuracy, moving the black art of circuit optimization from hardware breadboards on the lab
bench, to precise 3D computer models that mimic the behavior of a physical prototype, but are
tuned and manipulated with a keyboard and mouse.
C-BAND TRANSMITTER OUTPUT FILTER DEVELOPMENT
The University of Kansas (KU), in partnership with Quasonix, was awarded a Small Business
Technology Transfer (STTR) project 1 funded by the U.S. Air Force to develop a C-Band
telemetry transmitter with a design emphasis on miniaturization and reduced DC power
consumption. One of the project tasks delegated to KU was the investigation of innovative RF
filter designs that could be tailored for the specific output filter requirements of a small form
factor C-Band telemetry transmitter. Transmitter RF output filters are commonly referred to as
harmonic filters, since the design focus has historically been the suppression of transmitter
harmonic spurious signals. Transmitter harmonic filters are often lowpass designs, but after
consultation with Quasonix engineers, we arrived at the conclusion that providing output filter
rejection at GPS and S-Band frequencies was highly desirable and a bandpass design would be
the preferred choice for this C-Band transmitter; the trick would be to minimize the filter
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insertion loss and footprint size, while providing a suitable 50 Ohm impedance match at the filter
input and output ports. In comparison to a lowpass design, a similar order C-Band microstrip or
stripline bandpass filter would typically require a larger footprint area and exhibit significantly
higher insertion loss, posing a more difficult design challenge.
After further conversations with Quasonix engineers, in an effort to minimize the risk of
experimenting with novel filter designs and structures, the decision was made to design the
output filter as a separate printed circuit board (PCB) that would be soldered to the main
transmitter PCB as a component, rather than attempt to integrate the filter into the transmitter
circuit board photolithography layout. A separate filter PCB would allow filter design iterations
without fabricating new transmitter PCBs. A stripline configuration was selected to provide the
best possible RF isolation, minimizing interaction between closely spaced filter structures as well
as the high gain active RF circuitry adjacent to the filter.
Transmitter circuitry and packaging constraints limited the available output filter footprint size to
.364” x .880” (9.25 mm x 22.35 mm). A variety of RF filter structures and configurations that
could be used to achieve the desired size constraints were explored and an ANSYS Electronics
Desktop High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) model was constructed to test potential
designs. A filter design that combined a hybrid hairpin structure with radial stub [1, 2] elements
was deemed to be the best candidate for development. Numerous ANSYS HFSS simulation runs
were used to tune and refine the design. Figure 1 provides a three dimensional view of the HFSS
filter model material layers.

Figure 1 – Filter PCB Model Layers

The ability to arbitrarily rotate the model and zoom in on a structure is a valuable CAD tool
feature; Figure 2 offers a close-up view of the filter model RF input.
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Figure 2 – Filter Model Structures

The simulated 50 MHz to 20 GHz performance of the filter design is shown in Figure 3; of
particular interest are the relatively low passband insertion loss and a lack of undesirable
resonant artifacts, sometimes referred to as “flyback” responses, in the 8.8-10.5 GHz transmitter
second harmonic and 13.2-15.75 GHz third harmonic frequency ranges.

Figure 3 – C-Band Filter Model Simulated 50 MHz - 20 GHz Performance

RF filter structures will often exhibit flyback responses at frequencies above the desired
passband, which in the case of a transmitter output filter can dramatically limit the effectiveness
of a filter in suppressing transmitter spurious signals. The HFSS filter simulation revealed that
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while flyback responses would be present, the resonant artifacts were predicted to occur well
beyond the maximum third harmonic frequency of the transmitter.
The simulated bandpass filter performance below the Lower and Middle C-Band frequency
range indicated over 30 dB of suppression at the 1227 MHz and 1575 MHz GPS frequencies,
and at least 26.9 dB of S-Band and Upper S-Band suppression as indicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – C-Band Filter Model Simulated GPS & S-Band Rejection

The final filter design was exported from ANSYS HFSS and imported into Altium Designer to
generate PCB fabrication Gerber files; a finished transmitter output filter printed circuit board is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Prototype Filter Printed Circuit Board
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The prototype output filter PCB was fixtured with type SMA RF connectors to allow testing with
a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA); Figure 6 illustrates the prototype under test.

Figure 6 – Filter Vector Network Analyzer Test & Measurement

The 50 MHz to 20 GHz S21 measurement closely tracked the simulated filter performance, as
indicated in Figure 7. The dashed line is an overlay of the model simulation.

Figure 7 – Measured vs. Simulated S21 Results
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The filter C-Band passband insertion loss was within hundredths of a dB of the simulated
performance, with measurements ranging from 0.57dB at 4400 MHz to 0.68dB at 5250 MHz as
shown in Figure 8; in this instance and subsequent S11 and S22 plots the dashed line again
represents the performance predicted through simulation.

Figure 8 – Measured vs. Simulated C-Band Passband S21 Results

The reflective S11 and S22 measurements shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 don’t track quite as
closely to the simulated performance as the S21 through measurements, which might be
attributed to the effects of the SMA test connectors, but in terms of a 50 Ohm impedance match,
the return loss measurements are still very close to the simulated results.

Figure 9 – Measured vs. Simulated S11 Results
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Figure 10 – Measured vs. Simulated S22 Results

The bandpass filter was installed into a prototype Quasonix nanoTX™ C-Band transmitter. The
1.275 cubic inch (1.250" x 3.400" x 0.300") 10W transmitter was configured for a 4500 MHz
transmit center frequency. Transmitter harmonic spurious responses, illustrated in Figure 11,
were measured to be 20 dB below the -25 dBm limit for second and third harmonics, and 15 dB
better than the -80 dBc fourth harmonic specification[ 3].

Figure 11 – Quasonix nanoTX™ C-Band Transmitter Harmonic Spurious [4]
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CONCLUSIONS
The use of carefully constructed RF circuit simulation models can provide optimization results
that rival the legacy method of tuning hardware prototypes to develop new designs. In
comparison to working with hardware prototypes on the lab bench, which often requires
fabricating a new prototype for each design iteration, software simulation tools offer the ability
to test and tune virtual RF structures and circuits with a high degree of accuracy. While
simulations cannot completely replace hardware prototypes, the implementation of sophisticated
modeling software tools can significantly reduce RF prototype fabrication iterations and design
cycle time.
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